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CAMS prior to surgery - for a dramatic recovery
Kenneth Dobbs is
no stranger to
"replacement"
surgery. He has
had both knees
replaced.
Recently, he had
his hip replaced
and couldn't
believe how well
his body
responded during
recovery. What
made the
difference? Ken
thinks it was the
six months of CAMs therapy he received prior to
surgery.
"I've been using the RJV CAMS unit for the last
six months. That's the unit programmed with
anti-aging/telomere-lengthening frequencies,"
says Ken. "Not only do I think it helped prepare
me for surgery, I also think it kept my hip from
becoming too painful prior to the procedure."
Hip replacements vary. As with any surgery,
there are multiple factors. Generally, the
younger a patient is and the better shape they
are in, the easier the recovery. For Ken (age 75)
the RJV unit may have influenced both!
"I was walking the afternoon of the surgery,"

says Ken. "Nobody expected that. I felt so
good, they released me two days later."
Typically after hip replacement, a patient is
only encouraged to sit on the edge of the bed
the first day. In order to be discharged, they
have to be able to walk 1200--2000 steps. That
usually takes 3 to 5 days. In Ken's case, he was
able to walk 2800 steps - and in record time.
The newest CAMS unit (TensCam/RJV Jr.) uses
the same solid state quartz technology to
change light and electrical input to scalar
output. When directed towards the human
body with intention, it re-establishes the
body's normal frequency patterns and
balances the bio-energetic field. In addition,
the new RJV unit can be set to apply a specific
band of regenerative frequencies identified as
the resonance of healthy chromosomes.
Research suggests these frequencies may
lengthen telomeres and have other anti-aging
benefits. Those in the pilot study are
experiencing unprecedented changes. If you
are interested in more information about this
new unit contact us.
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